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Abstract. This paper presents a scalability analisys for Cluster del Litoral based on a parallell im-
plementation of the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). We discuss several methods to resolve the
problem, beggining in a sequential approach. We improve the sequential performance with two meth-
ods: cities invariance and convexity of graph. Once we obtain conclusions, we use Compute on Demand
and Static parallelization methods to down up the time and analise the scalability of the problem and our
implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We’ll consider now the problem in which a salesman agent must visit n cities to offer his
mercancies, going in a roundtrip. Obviously we want that the path to pass trough be the shortest.
In this paper we’ll discuss various methods to find this path, sequential and parallelized, and the
scalability of the implementation.This problem is a classic one and involves the great difficult
that the number of path grows with n!.

2 EXERCISE 1

Write a sequential problem that finds the shortest path for the Traveling Salesman Problem
by exhaustive search try all possible paths.

2.1 Solution

The first implementation es simply a sequential program that generates all the possible paths
and take its long, this way is called exhaustive analysis. To do this we have the implementation
gave by the professor. We had added some code lines that reads the distance matrix (previously
generated) and a function that calculates the paths’s long in a roundtrip. The code is that follows.

1 #include<stdio.h>
2 #include<math.h>
3 #include<stdlib.h>
4 #include<float.h>
5 #include<mpi.h>
6
7 int next path(int *path,int Nv) {
8 int j;
9 for (j=Nv−1; j>=0; j−−) {

10 if (path[0]==j) {
11 int k;
12 for (k=0; k<j; k++) path[k] = path[k+1];
13 path[j] = j;
14 } else {
15 int k;
16 for (k=0; k<Nv−1; k++)
17 if (path[k]==j) break;
18 path[k] = path[k−1];
19 path[k−1] = j;
20 return 1;
21 }
22 }
23 return 0;
24 }
25
26 double dist(int *path, int Nv, int n matrix, double *city matrix){
27 //Calculate paths longitude
28 //Zeroes de distance
29 double d=0;
30 int i;
31 for (i=0; i<Nv−1; i++){
32 d+=city matrix[path[i]*n matrix+path[i+1]];
33 }
34 d+=city matrix[path[0]*n matrix+path[Nv−1]];
35 return d;
36 }



37
38
39 int main(int argc, char **argv){
40 int Nv, index=0, j, n matrix;
41 double start, elapsed;
42
43 //Only for MPI Wtime
44 MPI Init(&argc,&argv);
45
46 //Taking number of cities from command line
47 Nv=atoi(argv[1]);
48
49 int path[Nv];
50
51 //Number of cities in distance matrix source
52 n matrix=atoi(argv[2]);
53
54 //Allocates dists matrix
55 double *city matrix=(double *)malloc(n matrix*n matrix*sizeof(double));
56
57 FILE *p arch;
58 p arch=fopen("matrix.dat", "r");
59 for (j=0; j<n matrix*n matrix; j++)
60 fscanf(p arch, " %lf\n", &city matrix[j]);
61 fclose(p arch);
62
63 //Initialize first path
64 for (j=0; j<Nv; j++) path[j]=j;
65
66 double dmin=DBL MAX;
67 int pos min;−1;
68
69 start=MPI Wtime();
70
71 while(1){
72 double D=dist(path, Nv, n matrix, city matrix);
73 //printf("Path %d lenght is: %f\n", index, D);
74 if (D<dmin) {
75 dmin=D;
76 pos min=index;
77 }
78 if(!next path(path, Nv)) break;
79 index++;
80 }
81
82 elapsed=MPI Wtime()−start;
83
84 //Prints the minimum path length.
85 printf("The minimum path lenght is: %g\n", dmin);
86 //Print time elapsed
87 printf("%d cities, time elapsed %g seconds.\n",Nv ,elapsed);
88
89 free(city matrix);
90 }
91



The results are show in Table 1. We’ll discuss this results in a comparative way in the next
exercise.

3 EXERCISE 2

Implement the following improvements:

a. We can assume that all path begins a particular city (invariance for city rotation).

b. If a partial path haves a longitude greater than the actual minimum, then is not necessary to
generate and evaluate its derived partial paths (assume than graph is convex, in other words
d (i, j) ≥ d (i, k)+d (k, j) ,∀k. It occurs naturally when graph came from take the distances
between cities and some norm in Rn).

3.1 Solution with invariance (a)

As we saw, when the number of cities is over 12, the calculus extents for very long time, and
we the consider that the last method is unsuccessful for practical cases.

Thinking in some improvements, we have that if we fix a city and only do the permutations
in the other n− 1 cities (using the invariance property of graph), the number of paths is:

Npath (Nv) =
Nv!

Nv

= (Nv − 1)!

Doing this is very easy, simply we must pass Nv − 1 cities to next path function, and fix the
last city. The results are shown in Table 1.

1 //Attention! applying combinatorics only to the first Nv−1th elements

2 if(!next path(path, Nv−1)) break;

This method had give us the possibility of calculate one more city in a reasonable time.

3.2 Solution with recursive-tree (b)

Looking in the topology of the problem, if we consider that the cities are in a Euclidean
Space we can work with the convexity of the graph. This property tell us that d (i, j) ≥ d (i, k)+
d (k, j) ,∀k. In this way if a partial path’s distance is greater than the actual shortest path, we
can skip the calculus of longitude and the evaluation of all it’s derivate paths.

To do this we implemented a recursive-tree version of next path function. The code is that
follows.

1 int next path tree(int *path, int c index, double *dmin, int *best path,
2 int Nv, double *city matrix, int n matrix){
3 int temp, j;
4 double d;
5 int new path[Nv];
6 //Adds a new city in path;
7 path[c index−1]=c index−1;
8
9 //Moves thist city in every possible place.

10 int i=c index−1;
11
12 do{
13 //Calculates paths (parcial or total) longitude.



14 d=dist tree(path, c index, city matrix, n matrix);
15 if (c index==Nv){
16 if (d<*dmin){
17 //New minimum
18 *dmin=d;
19 //New best path
20 for (j=0; j<Nv; j++) best path[j]=path[j];
21 }
22 } else {
23 //Goes to the next level of depth
24 memcpy(new path,path,Nv*sizeof(int));
25 next path tree(new path, c index+1, dmin, best path, Nv,
26 city matrix, n matrix);
27 }
28 i−−;
29 //Exchanges new city position.
30 temp=path[i];
31 path[i]=path[i+1];
32 path[i+1]=temp;
33 }while (i>=0);
34 }
35
36
37 int main(int argc, char **argv){
38 int Nv, index=0, j, n matrix;
39 int c index;
40 double start, elapsed;
41
42 //Only for MPI Wtime
43 MPI Init(&argc,&argv);
44
45 //Taking number of cities from command line
46 Nv=atoi(argv[1]);
47
48 int path[Nv];
49 int best path[Nv];
50
51 //Number of cities en distance matrix source
52 n matrix=atoi(argv[2]);
53
54
55 //Allocates dists matrix
56 double *city matrix=(double *)malloc(n matrix*n matrix*sizeof(double));
57
58 FILE *p arch;
59 p arch=fopen("matrix.dat", "r");
60 for (j=0; j<n matrix*n matrix; j++)
61 fscanf(p arch, " %lf\n", &city matrix[j]);
62 fclose(p arch);
63
64 //Initialize first path
65 path[0]=0;
66
67 //Initialize number of cities en next path
68 c index=2;
69



70 //Initialize minimum length
71 double dmin=DBL MAX;
72
73 int pos min;−1;
74
75 start=MPI Wtime();
76
77 //Call the recursive proccess
78 next path tree(path, c index, &dmin, best path, Nv, city matrix,
79 n matrix);
80
81
82 elapsed=MPI Wtime()−start;
83
84 //Prints the minimum path length.
85 printf("The minimum path lenght is: %g\n", dmin);
86 for (j=0; j<Nv; j++) printf(" %d",best path[j]);
87 printf("\n");
88
89 //Print time elapsed
90 printf("%d cities, time elapsed %g seconds.\n",Nv ,elapsed);
91
92 free(city matrix);
93 }
94

The potentiality of this method is that discards not only the calculus of distance of derivated
paths (we have tried until 20 cities with reasonable times, about 70 secs.), but its generation, as
we see in Table 1.

Table 1: Time elapsed, in seconds, for different number of cities and methods.

Nr. of cities Exhaustive Invariance Recursive-tree
2 3.09944E-06 2.14577E-06 3.09944E-06
3 3.8147E-06 1.90735E-06 5.00679E-06
4 6.91414E-06 4.05312E-06 7.15256E-06
5 2.19345E-05 6.91414E-06 1.78814E-05
6 0.00012207 2.59876E-05 3.69549E-05
7 0.00090909 0.000127077 5.91278E-05
8 0.00752807 0.000949144 0.00013113
9 0.0742948 0.00821304 0.000921965
10 0.78538 0.0771389 0.00191283
11 9.21227 0.870033 0.159967
12 120.031 9.69377 0.161396
13 1609.03 123.423 0.17624

If we put this data in a graph obtain that’s shown in Figure 1. The optimum path for 13 cities
is [6 0 3 10 8 4 5 7 11 9 1 12 2] as you can see in Figure 21.
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Figure 1: Time elapsed, in seconds, for different number of cities and methods.
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Figure 2: Positions of some cities and its best path ([6 0 3 10 8 4 5 7 11 9 1 12 2]).



4 EXERCISE 3

Write a parallelized version with static distribution of load between the processors. Simulate
unbalance sending several processes to one processor. Note that ”work” can be sent to processor
in the form of partial path.

4.1 Solution

The very difference is the main loop, it uses previously defined functions next path and
dist to do the work. In statically balanced version we use chunks of work, they are buffers
that contains a lot of partial paths, its number depends on number of processes, number of
cities in partial path and the local number of the process. So, if select a Np vertices for the
partial path we have Np partial paths to share. The distribution uses the following formula:
s paths=ppaths/(size-1)+(i<=(ppaths%(size-1))) to calculate how many partial paths must be
sent to the slaves, where: s paths: partial paths to be sent, ppaths: total number of partial paths
for Np, size: number of booted processes. The whole s paths partial paths are packed in a chunk
and sent with MPI Send, in this way each process receives a batch of work.

The slave process unpack the chunk and take each partial path in order to generate the total
paths derivated. Once all total paths are generated in each process and the locals minimum long
are found, loops terminates with a MPI Reduce (with MPI MIN) that find the global minimum.
The code is that follows.

1
2 int main(int argc, char **argv){
3 //General variables
4 int Nv, Np, j, n matrix, size, myrank;
5 double start, elapsed;
6 int *buff;
7
8 //MPI initialization
9 MPI Init(&argc,&argv);

10
11 //Local proccess number
12 MPI Comm rank(MPI COMM WORLD,&myrank);
13 //Number of total proccesses
14 MPI Comm size(MPI COMM WORLD,&size);
15
16 //Taking number of cities from command line
17 Nv=atoi(argv[1]);
18
19 int path[Nv];
20
21 //Number of cities en distance matrix source
22 n matrix=atoi(argv[2]);
23
24 //Number of vertices in partial path
25 Np=atoi(argv[3]);
26
27 //Allocates dists matrix (in all proccesses)
28 double city matrix[n matrix*n matrix];
29
30 //Read dists matrix from disk.
31 //We can do that also reading only in root proccess and
32 //broadcasting the data



33 FILE *p arch;
34 p arch=fopen("matrix.dat", "r");
35 for (j=0; j<n matrix*n matrix; j++)
36 fscanf(p arch, " %lf\n", &city matrix[j]);
37 fclose(p arch);
38
39 //Calculate number of partial paths (Np>2)
40 int ppaths=1;
41
42 for (j=2; j<=Np; j++) ppaths*=j;
43
44 if(!myrank){
45 //Initialize global minimum length
46 double dmin=DBL MAX;
47
48 //Start of measurement of time
49 start=MPI Wtime();
50
51 //Initialize partial path
52 for(j=0; j<Nv; j++) path[j]=j;
53
54 //Create send buffer
55 //Buffer is capable to hold all number of partial paths
56
57 buff=(int *)malloc((ppaths/(size−1)+1)*Nv*sizeof(int));
58
59 int i;
60
61 //Loop in all proccesses
62
63 for (i=1; i<size; i++){
64
65 //Fill send buffer with paths (packing)
66 int s paths=(ppaths/(size−1))+(i<=(ppaths%(size−1)));
67
68 for (j=0; j<s paths; j++){
69 //Copy actual path into send buffer
70 memcpy(&buff[j*Nv], path, Nv*sizeof(int));
71
72 //Create next path
73 next path(path, Np, 0);
74 }
75
76 //Send created buffer
77 MPI Send(buff, s paths*Nv, MPI INT, i, 0, MPI COMM WORLD);
78 }
79
80 //Reduce all minumum and find ninimum minimorum
81
82 MPI Reduce(&dmin, &dmin, 1, MPI DOUBLE, MPI MIN, 0,
83 MPI COMM WORLD);
84
85 //Frees buffer
86 free(buff);
87
88 //Finish of mesurement of time



89 elapsed=MPI Wtime()−start;
90
91 //Prints the minimum path length.
92 printf("The minimum path lenght is: %g\n", dmin);
93
94 //Print time elapsed
95 printf("%d %d %g\n",Nv ,Np, elapsed);
96
97 } else {
98 //Initialize local minimum length
99 double dmin=DBL MAX;

100
101 //MPI variables
102 MPI Status status;
103
104 //Number of reception paths
105 int s paths=(ppaths/(size−1))+(myrank<=(ppaths%(size−1)));
106
107 //Allocates reception buffer
108 buff=(int *)malloc(s paths*Nv*sizeof(int));
109
110 //Receive work from master
111 MPI Recv(buff, s paths*Nv, MPI INT, 0, 0, MPI COMM WORLD,
112 &status);
113
114 //Unpack paths, generate derivates and calculate distances
115 for (j=0; j<s paths; j++){
116 double d;
117 int i;
118
119 //Derivates
120 do{
121 d=d
122 if(d<dmin) dmin=d;
123 }while(next path(&buff[j*Nv], Nv−1, Np));
124 }
125
126 MPI Reduce(&dmin, &dmin, 1, MPI DOUBLE, MPI MIN, 0, MPI COMM WORLD);
127
128 //Frees memory
129 free(buff);
130 }
131
132 MPI Finalize();
133 }
134

There are several forms to present the results. In Figure 3 we see the time elapsed to find
the optimum path for 12 cities with parallelized invariance algorithm. In the horizontal axis we
have the number of slave processes doing the work, in the vertical one the time elapsed for the
job. Note that time for one processor is approximately equal to sequential time (9.7 sec.), both
using invariance.

If we want to simulate unbalance, a simple way do it is assign several processes to each
processor. Results are in Figure 4. For a few cities (below 10), having less processes is better



Figure 3: Time vs. number slave of procesess for static balance of load and compute on demand.

debt to processing time is low (transmiting weights), but when proccesing time increases we
must wait for termination of two tasks (in this case), elapsing double time (processing weights).

5 EXERCISE 4

Write a parallelized version with dynamic load distribution (”compute on demand”).

5.1 Solution

Solution for this was provided for the professor, the differences with static version are in the
main loop, as you can see in the in the following code.

1
2 if(!myrank){
3 //Initialize global minimum length
4 double gdmin=DBL MAX;
5
6 //Local dmin is a temporary data varible
7 double ldmin;
8
9 //Start of measurement of time

10 start=MPI Wtime();
11
12 int done=0, down=0;
13 //Initialize partial path
14 for(j=0; j<Nv; j++) path[j]=j;
15
16 while(1){



Figure 4: Unbalance simulation. Single process per node (six slaves), two process per node (three slaves).

17 //Receive work done by slave
18 MPI Recv(&ldmin, 1, MPI DOUBLE, MPI ANY SOURCE, 0,
19 MPI COMM WORLD, &status);
20 //Actualize the global minimum
21 if (ldmin<gdmin) gdmin=ldmin;
22
23 //Take sender proccess number from status object.
24 int slave=status.MPI SOURCE;
25
26 //Send the new partial path
27 MPI Send(path, Nv, MPI INT, slave, 0, MPI COMM WORLD);
28 if (done) down++;
29 if (down==size−1) break;
30 if (!done && !next path(path, Np, 0)) {
31 done=1;
32 path[0]=−1;
33 }
34 }
35
36 //Finish of mesurement of time
37 elapsed=MPI Wtime()−start;
38
39 //Print time elapsed
40 printf(" %g\n", elapsed);
41
42 } else {
43 //Initialize local minimum length
44 double ldmin=DBL MAX;
45
46 while (1){
47 //Send work to master, initially garbage.



48 MPI Send(&ldmin, 1, MPI DOUBLE, 0, 0, MPI COMM WORLD);
49
50 //Receive next partial path
51 MPI Recv(path, Nv, MPI INT, 0, MPI ANY TAG, MPI COMM WORLD,
52 &status);
53
54 if (path[0]==−1) break;
55 while(1){
56 //Search the local mininum for actual chunk
57 double d;
58 d=dist(path, Nv, n matrix, city matrix);
59 if(d<ldmin) ldmin=d;
60 if(!next path(path, Nv−1, Np)) break;
61 }
62 }
63 }
64
65 MPI Finalize();
66 }
67

Results are shown in Figure 3. Clearly when the number of total processors increases in first
instance elapsed time decreases. If number of processor continue to grow we have sequencing
problems because the time of sending weights respect time of processing. We have a first burst
of sendings and a final, time elapsed counts from first chunk to be sent until last to be received.

6 EXERCISE 5

Do a scalability analysis of the problem. Which’s the best length for partial path to be sent
to the slaves?

6.1 Solution

Let’s define scalability Sn as:

Sn =
T

Tn

where T : time elapsed for one processor, Tn: time elapsed for n processors, being all of
them equal (we can suppose that if the hardware and load are similar). In the best case we have:

S∗
n = n

now, we know that have connected the processors implies a time of communication, then:

Tn = Tproc + Tsinc + Tcomm

where Tproc: time of processing, Tsinc: time of synchronization (wait for collective opera-
tions) and Tcomm: time of communication. In this way S∗

n never is reached. We can express this
as:

η =
Sn

S∗
n

where η is the efficiency of the implementation in a particular cluster.



We have implemented two parallelized version of TSP, in Figures 5-6 we show the scalability
and efficiency for both versions.

As is shown scalability is good for 6 and 12 slave processes (+ 1 master) for compute-
on-demand and static implementations, we can arrive to this conclusion seeing the efficiency
curve. For 24 and 48 slave processes efficiency goes down for static implementation debt to
synchronization problems in the final MPI Reduce operation, as we see in Figure 5.b).

Results can we give an additional conclusion, static implementation presents better robust-
ness than the compute-on-demand one (COD) (maintaining η along more values for free param-
eter partial path length), in the other hand COD maintains better efficiency when the relation
work/processes changes.



a)

b)

Figure 5: a) Scalability for TSP in a static implementation, b) Efficiency for same case



a)

b)

Figure 6: a) Scalability for TSP in a Compute-on-demand implementation, b) Efficiency for same case
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